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Yesterday I showed the two most likely counts: “The 1st has minor-b still ongoing targeting around SPX2430 +/- 2p 

before minor-c takes hold. The 2nd has intermediate-a still underway with a subdividing minor-c: minute-a ended at 

SPX2417, minute-b ended at SPX2454 and minute-c is now underway with 3 possible ideal price targets: c=a at 

SPX2395, c=1.382x a at SPX2375 and c=1.618x a at SPX2363.”  Today the S&P500 bottomed exactly in the target 

zone of the first count (Fig. 1A) and started to rally. As of writing the market is still rallying and the current rally 

(SPX2428->2449: 21p) is now the largets since the SPX2417 low (prior rally was 18p: SPX2436->2454), suggesting 

this is a new wave. Although the “ongoing intermediate-a” count (Fig. 1B) can as of yet not be excluded (trade over 

SPX2455 will), it has now become less likely. If the “sub-dividing intermediate-b) count is the correct one (trade over 

SPX2455 will confirm) then SPX2466-2490 is the ideal target zone (c=a to c=1.618x a). 

Figure 1. SPX 1-minute and 60-minute charts. Subdividing intermdiate-b (70%) vs intermediate-a still underway (30%) 
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One of the other reasons I prefer the “sub-dividing intermediate-b count” is because of the current daily chart setup: 

all Technical Indicators keep pointing up, the RSI5 is making a higher high today: price has more strength than last 

week, the A.I. remains on a buy, and the MACD line keeps turning higher/back up. Yes, price remains below the 50d 

SMA (SPX2451), and needs to close above it for more upside, but today’s candle is so far still a bullish engulfing 

candle. Please note that on the the daily chart I show the same count as in Fig. 1A, but all waves are one degree 

lower: it would mean that this correction will run longer. For now, it is simple something to be cognizant off as the 

current correction is “only” 15 days old so far (arguably 23 days assuming the count in Fig 1B, with major-3 at 

SPX2484 instead of SPX2491, where the latter was an irregular b-wave high in that case) and it may run longer than 

expected, which is not uncommon for 4th waves.  

Figure 2.  SPX daily TI chart: Still below 50d SMA and below trend line support, but all TIs are pointing back up. 
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In conclusion: The cash markets told us today that NK’s hostile action was not all that important as traders gobbled 

up the futures (ES) lows and the markets are in fact trying to close green as of writing. The “subdividing intermediate-

b” path I outlined in yesterday’s update, with a forecasted low at SPX2430 +/-2p has so far held up to the T. Off 

today’s low the S&P500 rallied 31p; the largest since the SPX2417->2454 rally. In addition, the daily charts remain 

reasonable bullish with all TIs still pointing up, albeit price still below its 50d SMA (INDU, COMPQ, NDX are above 

their respective 50d SMAs). An alternate count is that intermediate-a is still subdividing further, but the weight of 

the evidence suggests differently, hence why it is my alternate count. A trade >SPX2455 confirms minor-c of 

intermediate-b is underway to SPX2466-2490. A trade below SPX2428 (today’s low) confirms intermediate-a is still 

seeking SPX2405-2375.  

The preferred count may be one wave degree lower assuming major-4 will last longer, but for now it’s a variation 

on the preferred count.  
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